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the second feature i'll highlight is the new real-time
flight model that makes the plane really fly, it was a
time when this was already available in the x-plane
11 version, but for the new version, the flight model

is even better, allowing you to have the full real-
time control of the aircraft like on a real carenado,
and it also brings the features of a real-time flight
model. the brand new carenado ct206h x-plane 10
addon is a brand new, highly detailed x-plane add-
on with a fresh new design. here are some of the
key features: realistic and accurate 3d model with

fully working external and internal model high
quality textures with original 3d modellers smooth

and realistic skinning, skinning and texturing
options multilanguage, english, german, italian and

russian fully working flight model with side stick,
altimeter, artificial horizon, full radar, multi level

terrain, night mode and runway management
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realistic taxi behavior with its own gps fully working
climb and descent behavior fully working artificial

weather for clear, rain and snow a realistic and
accurate performance model with all its limitations a
well balanced flybar with its own thrust model and

simulated system a very detailed interior with
working luggage system top flight lighting and post

processing effects a realistic and accurate sound
model with all its limitations a very detailed cockpit
with working instrument panel a very detailed main

cockpit with all its functions a very detailed and
accurate minivan with a fully working interior and

luggage system a realistic and accurate flight
behavior with realistic stall speed, airbrakes and

wing flaps detailed documentation
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